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By Car
Via A1 Trier, Koblenz to junction "Göttelborner Höhe" (1), then via A8 to car-interchange Friedrichshthal (2), there following the A623 to the outskirts of Saarbrücken; turn left ("Rodenhof") (3) and stay on the highway until it merges with inner city streets. After approx. 1.5 km take "Meenwiesentalweg" (left side) (4) to University. Drive past the University to exit University-East (5) and exit to the left. After half a kilometer the access to the institute is at the right side (6).

Via A6 (Mannheim, Kaiserslautern) to exit St. Ingbert-West (7), there follow the signs "University" to exit "University East" (after about 5 km, right side) (5). After half a kilometer the access to the institute is at the right side (6).

By Train
From Frankfurt or Stuttgart (partially via Mannheim) with ICE; from Köln, Koblenz via Trier with express train to Saarbrücken Central Station. From there take a taxi or a bus to the Institute.

Bus line 102 and 124, from Central Station to Saarland University, bus stop "Busterminal", immediately in front of the institute.

Bus line 109 from City Hall to bus stop "Busterminal" Buslinie 111 during lecture period additionally to line 109 from City Hall.

By Airplane
From Saarbrücken airport by Taxi.
Important Note

The approach via university (red paths) is not allowed. If you come from Saarbrücken city, you have to drive around the university (blue arrows) to reach our institute.

For visitors with disabled person card, parking spots are reserved directly at the house at the rear of the AQS-hall.